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Design History 
 
 
 

November 20th Creation of the Document 

November 28th Added Product Overview and Mock-ups 

November 11th Added Player Diagram and Feature Breakdown 

December 2nd  Described the Art workflow 

December 3rd Added Naming Conventions and Coding Practices 

December 4th Added Technical Implementation Plans 

December 5th Modified Technical Implementation Plans, Started UML 

December 6th Finished UML 

 
 

   



Product Overview 
Scouts' Oath is a 3D 3rd person, single player action platformer with AI management for               

the PC where you play a Boy Scout trying to navigate his nervous friends through the burning                 
treehouse using a slingshot to tame the flames and platform with help from your fellow scouts. 

Scouts’ Oath main character is Clifford, the oldest scout in the troop, but the least               
experienced. He dreams about becoming an experienced adventurer, but all he wants right now              
is his first badge. Clifford and his fellow scouts, Bill, Buck and Benjamin, are trapped in a fire                  
that threatens their home. With Clifford’s guidance, they must help each other platform to the               
top of the tree and knock the water tower down to save their treehouse.  

This is a game about young boys helping each other when they are scared. Through               
teamwork they can save the treehouse.  

   



Requirements & Mockups 
 

Game Mockup 

 

   



Game Screens 

Main Menu Screen 

 
The Main Menu screen is the first that the user sees. It has visuals of the conflict at                  

hand, showing the player that they play as a Boy Scout trying to put out a burning treehouse. It                   
has five buttons that lead to different screens.  
 

● Play Button: Takes the player into the game. 
● Options Button: Takes the player to the options screen. 
● Controls Button: Takes the player to the controls screen. 
● Credits Button: Takes the player to the credits screen. 
● Quit Button: Closes the game on the users computer.  

 

   



Options Screen 
 

 
The Options screen transitions the player to a menu where they can adjust sound,              

lighting, sensitivity and quality settings. It also contains a back button that takes the user back to                 
the Main Menu.  
 

Control Screens 
 



 
The Controls are broken down into two screens. The Mouse & Keyboard layout and              

the Controller layout. These screens inform the player on how to play the game depending on                
which set up they decide to use. Players are able to transition between the screens by pressing                 
the sideways arrow buttons and transition back to the Main Menu by pressing the back button. 

 

Credits Screen 
 

 
 



The Credits screen displays each team member, their role on the project, the mentors, and any                
other people who helped build the game. Additionally, the logo of each software that was used                
in production will be displayed below. It also has a back button that transitions back to the Main                  
Menu screen. 

Game Screen 
 

The In Game Screen displays a      
Journal Icon in the top left hand corner, icons         
corresponding to your fellow scouts in the top        
right hand corner and interactable icons in the        
environment.  

● Journal Icon: Accessible during game     
by pressing the required button. It      
pauses the In Game Screen taking the       
player to the Journal Screen.  

● Fellow Scouts: Visual of the other      
scouts’ status. These icons move     
during gameplay depending on which     
scouts’ hand you’re holding. 

● Interactables: Visual pop-ups of    
objects in the game world that you or        
your fellow scouts can interact with.  

Aiming Screen 
 
 
The Aiming Screen displays the     
same icons as the Game Screen,      
including a trajectory arc and hit      
location icons. Together they show     
the path of the players projectile      
whether that be a water balloon or       
scout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Victory Screen 
When the player completes the game it transitions        

to the Victory Screen. This screen is the In Game Screen           
with a pop-up menu. The pop-up displays options to go          
back to the Main Menu or to Quit the application. It also            
has quotes that congratulate players on beating the game.         
While the Victory Screen is up the game screen continues          
animating in the background and the player character        
becomes locked in place.  
 

Defeat Screen 
When the player loses the game transitions to the         

Defeat Screen. This screen displays a pop-up with options         
to restart from last checkpoint, go to the Main Menu or           
Quit the application. It also has quotes that relate to the           
player losing the game. While the Defeat Screen is up the           
player character freezes in position as the game        
background continues animating until the player selects       
one of the options. 
 

Pause Screen 
The Pause Screen displays when the player       

presses the pause button. This button freezes the In         
Game Screen. The player then has to option to resume          
the game, transition to the Option screen or Quit the          
application.  
 

Journal Screen 
The Journal Screen displays when the player       

presses the back button. This transition freezes the In         
Game Screen and shows the Scouts background. The        
background shows each Scouts badge count and       
biography.  

   



Scope Statement 
 

Scouts' Oath is a 3D 3rd person, single player action platformer with AI management for 
the PC where the player plays a Boy Scout navigating his nervous friends through the burning 
treehouse using a slingshot to tame the flames and platform with help from your fellow scouts. 
Players must navigate through 4 unique rooms while fighting off the flames and their wisp in 
order to reach the water tower on top of the tree to win the game. 
  The art in Scouts’ Oath will be in 3D. The assets included in the game are divided into 3 
different categories that in total contains 29 objects and 11 texture sheets. 
 Scouts’ Oath has 1 playable character which has its own rig and 3 companion AI that 
shares 1 rig. These characters will have 8 shared animations as well as 3 separate animations 
for the playable character and 6 separate animations for the companion AI. 
  The game will also contain 1 unique enemy that will have its own riggings and will 
contain 6 animations. 
 The user interface(UI) is composed of 8 screens: Title Screen, Main Menu, Credits, 
Journals, Settings, Pause, Win, and Losing screen. 
  Audio is divided up into Music which will contain 8 seperate tracks, 28 Sound FX and 18 
unique Voice Acting dialogues. 
   Scout’s Oath will be made in the Unity Engine 2018.2.1, using the C# programming 
language.  Furthermore, the game will be deployed as a standalone, no installation required, for 
the Windows 10 O.S., being playable with both mouse and keyboard, and the XBOX controller. 
It’ll utilize Unity’s Mecanim system to properly blend the animations, Wwise as its sound and 
audio middleware,and Perforce as its version control software. 

For its artificial intelligence, the game will implement two finite state machines. One of 
them will be for the custom enemy, and the other, for the companion AI. To successfully 
implement the necessary complexity of the artificial intelligence, each AI state machine will be 
comprised of 8-10 states, each with its own action and transition states. 

Scouts’ Oath will be developed by a team of 6 with in 4 month of production. 

   



Feature Sets 

Movement System 
● Feature Details: 

○ The player has several different movement options: 
■ General movement - High Priority - The player character has two main            

actions of movement - It can run (treating the camera as it’s forward             
direction for control purposes), and jump. This serves as the player’s main            
mode of exploring the world. (See Jump Metrics) 

 
In-Engine screenshot reflecting the expected player and AI movement patterns, with step height and              
angles. 

Slingshots and Water System 
● Feature Details: 

○ As an analogue of combat, Scouts uses slingshots to shoot water balloons at             
fires and  Fire Wisps, in an attempt to douse their flames. 

■ Slingshot - High Priority - The player constantly faces fires that they            
extinguish with water balloons that they shoot from their slingshot. Aiming           
slows your scout and takes players into a second camera view. Players            
then use the slingshot aiming controls to control a reticle that marks            
where they are aiming. Releasing the aim button sends player back into            
the other camera view. Players can use their slingshot while stacked on a             
fellow Scout, giving them a height advantage. 

 



The Scout and Balloon tossing range and trajectory. 

■ Shooting Water Balloons - High Priority - When players are using the             
slingshot they are able to shoot water balloons. Their main purpose is to             
douse flames and destroy wisps (See Feature Set Four), and there’s no            
limitation to how many balloons are tossed, other than the character’s           
own rate of fire - 0.7 Ballons per second. The water balloons have an              
effective radius, for thematic reasons and to help out less skilled players. 

 

The effective range of an Water Balloon splash. 

■ The Canteen - Low Priority - Another option to face the flames is the              
use of the canteen. With limited uses, it serves as a panic button, clearing              
fires around the player. (See Feature Set Five) 

Scout Handling 
● Feature Details: 

○ The player must solve several of their problems through clever use of their scout              
friends. To do so, they must handle the NPCs with actions such as these: 

The Stacking Mechanic. 



■ Stacking - High Priority - Players can choose to stack on top of a fellows 
scout, in order to jump to higher platforms. While the player is stacked on 
another scout they move very slowly. Players can then jump off the stack 
in any direction. Players will have to place the scout where they need 
them by holding their hand and taking them where they need.  If a scout 
becomes fearful while a player is on using them to stack, they will drop 
the player beside them. Players can still use their slingshot while stacked 
on top of a Scout, giving them a small height advantage. 
 

■ Hand Holding - Medium Priority - For more direct control of the scouts,             
a player can choose to hold one of his allies’ hand and drag them to a                
specific location. The player is slightly slower during that state, but this will             
increase the scouts bravery (See Bravery and Fear System). 
 

■ Fire Control - Medium Priority - Scouts can be placed near big fires to              
keep them under control and to stop them from spreading. To do this you              
can place your scout near one of these fires and they will keep it from               
growing as long as they aren’t surrounded by more than one. This is one              
of the main ways you use scouts as puzzle elements in the game. The              
scout will continue to keep the fire under control until all of the big fires of                
a room are put out, or until another fire or fire wisp spawns near them.               
When another fire scares them, they will stop keeping the fire under            
control and the player will be alerted that they are now scared. The big              
fire that they were controlling will now start to grow again and light other              
burnable objects on fire. 
 

■ Tossing Scouts - Medium priority - When the player enters the             
shooting state (See Feature Set Two), while holding a scout, his next            
shot, instead of a water balloon, will be the held scout. This is effectively a               
launching option, where the player can toss the scout over a distance. If             
the player throws a Scout off the map, the Scout will re-appear next to the               
player after a set amount of time. If a player throws one of their Scouts               
near too many fires, they will have to either hold their hand a take them to                
a safe location, or put out all of the fires around the Scout. (Refer to the                
slingshot for a diagram of range and trajectory)  
 

■ Immediate Recall - Medium Priority - After a successful launch, the           
connection between Clifford and the scout is still kept, allowing the player            
to press the shooting button one more time, making the character come            
back. As the connection is severed after the player or the scout moves             
away from their original, post-launch positions, this serves as a soft reset            



option. Players can redact their last move, avoiding finding themselves in           
unwinnable states. 

 

■ Recall Flag - Medium Priority - If the player throws one or all of their               
Scouts to an unreachable area, they will be able to recall them by going to               
a recall flag located near the entrance of every room. This will effectively             
act as a reset state for the room, spawning all of the players Scouts              
beside them. This makes it so that the player will have to think about              
every Scout that they throw, as to not risk having to recall all of their               
Scouts from their places within a room. 

 

■ Emotes and Saluting - Low Priority - Another option to assist scouts            
under peril is to greet them with the Boy Scout’s signature salute. This             
infuses the targeted scout with newfound bravery, allowing them to snap           
off their fear! 

Fire System 
● Feature Details: 

○ The fire takes the place of the antagonist forces in Scout’s Oath. To avoid being               
just a chore or annoying factor, it must display erratic, tense behavior that’ll keep              
the scout troop on its toes. 

■ Fear Source- High Priority - The main purpose of fire is to scare the              
scouts. Every flame has a radius that is shared with the fire’s heat radius.              
If a Scout is inside more than one fear radius, they will become fearful.              
(See Feature Set Five)  
 
 

■ Heat Source / Flammables - High Priority - Fires will also provide “heat”             
to nearby flammable objects, such as leaves and furniture. When in           
contact with the flames for a certain period of time, the object will be set               
on fire, which will have different results based on what is on fire. (See              
Burnables Objects) 
 
 

■ The Fire Wisps - High Priority - To illustrate the chaotic, erratic nature of              
fire, when certain objects are on fire, they will spawn fire wisps at a set               
increment (See Characters). These fire wisps will then pursue scouts and           
flammables, creating chain reactions. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Iq8gBegrCFHJeDcc7ADqPWr2J5YPKC0tElKxJ_bDzk4/edit#heading=h.4nvgrx8184c


 
 

■ Dynamic Flames - Medium Priority - Instead of going out immediately           
after a hit from a water balloon, fires will have a “magnitude” value, that              
decides if a fire is small or large. Higher magnitudes will have higher             
radiuses of both heat and fear, and will take more water balloons to             
douse. 
 
 

■ Heat Waves - Low Priority - As Clifford, the main character, is not             
scared of fire itself, the player still needs some form of feedback when             
he’s close to flames. To fill that need, being inside the fear radius of a               
flame will slightly distort the player’s view, adding heat waves and other            
post-processing effects. 
 

 

Representation of the Fires’ different radius of heat emission 

Types of Fire 

● Source Fires: These fires are the main goals for players to put out in each room, as                 
well as the main sources of fire. They will look and act differently from any other fire type.                  
Players will be unable to fully put these fires out, and will need to place a scout near                  
them to keep them from further spreading fires and growing. If left unattended the fires               
will grow to their max radius and start lighting everything within this radius, on fire. These                
fires will be placed in front of the main objectives within a room, and will extinguish once                 
the player successfully has all of them within a room, under control. 

● Regular Fires: This type of fire is the category that the majority of fires in the game will                  
belong to. These fires can have three different sizes (Small, Medium and Large), which              



all have their own set heat and fear radii. The fire size will be determined by the burnable                  
object that is on fire (See Burnable Object). These fires can be put out, but will restart if                  
the burnable object is affected by Heat again.  

● Fire Wisps:   Fire Wisps have the same heat and fear radii as the small fires. They are 
the enemy embodiment of fire.  

Burnable Objects 

● Normal: While these objects are on fire they will have a fire that has its own heat and                  
fear radius, which will then start to affect other burnable objects in the area. Once the                
fires affecting them are put out, the object will remain in the world, and will be                
susceptible to heat. These objects can start on fire an unlimited amount of times.  

● Disintegrate: While these objects are on fire they will start to break down once at max                
heat. After the object is fully broken down it will disappear from the world and will either                 
spawn a regular fire or a fire wisp.  

● Fire Wisp Spawner - While these objects are on fire they will start to spawn fire wisps                 
every set interval, until the fires affecting them are put out. This is the main way in which                  
fire wisps are added to the game world, and it will be a high priority for the player to                   
make sure they aren’t affected by fire. There will be one of these in each room, and                 
more can be added for balance if needed. 

● Gold Goals: Added on top of the other behaviors, some burnable objects are marked as               
gold goals, which identify them as the highest priority for a fire wisp (See Fire Wisp). 

BRAVERY AND FEAR 

● Feature Details: 
○ Instead of health or hit points, Scout’s Oath uses bravery in much the same way.               

Scouts, particularly Clifford’s companions, interact with the player and the world           
differently depending on their bravery. 

■ Bravery Status - High Priority - Every Scout has a bravery status, which             
represents how fit he is to press on. This is represented in the HUD, to               
give information to the player. The Scouts will become fearful if they are             
surrounded by more than one fire, or are being bullied by a fire wisp. 
 

■ Brave and Fearful States - High Priority - If one of Clifford’s            
companions is fearful, they will not respond to Clifford’s orders and           
orientations, requiring assistance. 
 

■ Lost to Fear - High Priority - The game’s failure state. Once all the               
rescued scouts are fearful, Clifford’s own bravery meter will start being           
depleted. When it reaches zero, the game will be over, and the player             
must restart from an earlier checkpoint. 
 



■ Curing Fear - High Priority - To fill the game’s themes of companionship             
and courage, Clifford can help the other scouts calm themselves down.           
This is usually done by holding their hands or saluting them (See Feature             
Set Three).  
 

■ Brave and Fearful Emotes - Medium priority - To help set each of the              
other scouts apart, they’ll behave slightly differently when in brave and in            
fearful states, performing a vanity animation or small action. This will also            
help the player better understand his party’s current condition. 
 

Interactions 
● Feature Details: 

○ The Scouts are able to interact with their surroundings: 
■ Interacting - Low Priority - The player and their fellow Scouts are able             

to interact with certain objects in the environment. Pressing the interact           
button (See Game Screens), while near these objects, triggers an event           
that uses the interactable to progresses the player in some way. That is to              
say that interactions happen at specific instances opposed to whenever          
the player wants to interact with the environment.  

Badges and Journal 
● Feature Details: 

○ To allow players to further connect with the story and its characters, players will              
be able to collect and review narrative items. The journal content doesn’t have             
any gameplay influence. 

■ The Journal - Low Priority - On the journal screen (See Game             
Screens), players can read a paragraph or two on each boy scouts and             
see which badges they have. 
 

■ Narrative Revelations - Low Priority - When a boy scout is rescued            
players receive a new entry in the journal. This entry is a description of a               
scouts bio. 
 

■ The Badges - Low Priority - Throughout the treehouse, badges are 
scattered around the levels as an extra reward for players who can reach 
areas that take extra skill. 

Level Elements 
● Burnable Log Bridges/Ramps:  Certain pillars will be burnable and when burned will 

fall over to create a ramp or a bridge. Players will have to lead a fire wisp over to start 



them on fire in order to use them in this way. This will add progression to how the 
players have to think about fire as they will have to use it in this situation rather than put 
it out. 

● Cracked Branches:  Players will be able to crack these branches by shooting them with 
a water balloon to trigger specific events in the world.  

● Doors:  Doors can either be locked by switches or unlocked by default. This will be 
conveyed to and be clear to the player. 

● Elevators:  These will act as a way for players to transport themselves or scouts to 
higher elevations where they may not be able to reach otherwise. These elevators will be 
controlled by heat and will raise higher based on how much heat is affecting them. This 
will force the player to think about fire in a different way adding progression to the game. 

● Levers:  There are levers in the game that players and Scouts can interact with that will 
have specified uses, such as opening a door or raising a platform. 

● Swings: These will act as moving platforms and will be swinging back and forth. Players 
will have to time their jumps properly to use them. Players can also throw scouts onto 
these platforms which will also require skill. 

● Turning Wheel: These act as the games pressure plates, in that a scout must be 
constantly turning them for a specified action to take place. 

● Water Wheel - This will be a large set-piece for the level in which it is used and will 
rotate based on different things in the room. Players will have to place their Scouts on 
the platforms to get them to a higher location. 

● Weighted Branches - These branches will lower and raise based on how much weight 
is affecting them. Players can lower the branches down by throwing a scout onto them, 
and raise them by taking the scout off or burning objects that are weighing them down. 
These will be used to help the player get to higher elevations. 

Win Conditions 
● Game Win Condition:  Players beat the game by getting to the last level and releasing 

the water from the water tower to put out all of the fires in their treehouse. 
● Level Win Condition:  In each level players will have to access a set number of 

switches that are blocked by source fires. These switches have to all be accessible at 
once, so players will have to place one of their scouts near the source fires in each room 
to keep the switches accessible. Once all of the switches are accessible by either the 
player or the scouts, the door to the next room will open and players will be able to move 
on. 

Loss Condition 

The player will lose when all of their scouts are fearful. This will result in the player being 
reset to the last checkpoint that they reached. 



   



The Player Diagram 
A clarity tool, the Player Diagram clarifies the in-game actions a player can perform. 

 
 



Technical Implementation 

Coding General Techniques and Best Practices 

Single Responsibility Principle 
As a general rule, every class should be responsible for a single task, and be broken                

down as much as necessary. This will force the engineers to make liberal use of the                
composition pattern in Unity, in contrast to the building of bloated, multitasked classes.  

The greatest advantage of this technique is that we’ll be able to better pinpoint the               
source of a bug or error. 

 
Good Example: Input and Movement are separated, with Input calling specific functions            

on the Movement class, passing the necessary parameters. 
 

Bad Example: In the Movement class, the Update method reads inputs and handles              
the addition of velocity. 

Building a Tool Library 
Ideally, the project’s programmers will strive to abstract the techniques and calculations 

they are using frequently in the building of the logic to create a static library of reusable 
functions. This is made  
 

Good Example: Understanding that checking around an object for classes that 
implement monobehaviour will be common, a static “SearchAround<Type>”-like method can 
exist in an associated namespace. 
 

Bad Example: Reutilizing the “Physics.SphereCast” method on both InteractionControl 
and Decision_LookForScouts Class 

Regions and Summary Comments 
To empower the programmers and the level designers on the project to open and fiddle 

with scripts, Regions and Comments will be liberally used on the code, to make it readable at a 
glance. This does not remove the requirements of properly named methods, variables and the 
like. 

Good Example: Put all the Unity callbacks, such as Update and Start, on a Region called 
“Unity Lifetime.”. Custom methods, such as FireController’s CalculateMagnitude(), can be 
described as “Calculates the magnitude of the fire based on current and max values”. 
 



Bad Example: Lifetime and custom methods are not headed or assigned to regions, and 
no comments can be seen on the code.  

Searching by Type 
Unity allows many tools to find GameObjects at runtime. One can search by Name, Tag,               

or even Layers. Scout’s Oath, however, will perform most of its searches by “Type”, i.e.               
searching for specific Monobehaviour classes that represent and identify those objects. This is             
done to avoid comparing strings, or the error-prone system of tags and layers. 
 

Good Example: To find a scout, the Fire Wisp will search for instances of the “Unit”                
Class. 

Bad Example: The Fire Wisp checks for all objects, and compare their tags to the               
“Scout” tag. 

No Singletons 
The general avoidance of coupled code (e.g. classes that can only work when             

associated with others) is a good practice to be maintained. The clearest visualization of this               
pattern is the total banishment of the Singleton pattern in the project, forcing the developers to                
adhere to other methodology, such as events, delegates, or pub-sub patterns. This also             
reinforces the notion of Single Responsibility Principle, as seen above. 
 

Good Example: The Game Manager class subscribes to “OnBraveryLost” event on the            
player’s BraveryControl class, and resets the level when it is notified. 

 
Bad Example: BraveryControl calls an static instance of the GameManager to reset the             

level, when its bravery value is set to zero. 

Scriptable Objects for Shared Data and Logic 
As the following of the above patterns can generate problems with referencing and             

system awareness, Scout’s Oath intends to implement as many “Scriptable Objects” as possible             
to fit those niches, aiding the referencing of shared data and creating single points of change for                 
designers and developers alike. 

It’ll also help maintain data across different scenes, avoiding the need for            
all-encompassing Game Managers. Finally, this also serves as a component piece of the             
notification system, particularly for audio, where the shared data can be freely referenced             
without a specific connection to an object in the scene (i.e. a Monobehaviour) 
 

Planned uses for Scriptable Objects: 
● Movement Types; 
● States and Actions of a State Machine; 
● Input and Camera Settings; 



● Data about each specific scout (location, bravery, etc); 
● Global variables for a play session.  



Resource Requirements 
People 

 

MEMBER  ROLE #1 ROLE #2 ROLE #3 ROLE #4 

Austin Rae Gameplay 
Programmer 

UI 
Programmer 

UX Designer  

Christopher 
Gonzalez 

Project manager Level 
Designer 

 VFX Artist  Support Artist 

Darren 
Anderson 

Environment Artist Shader Artist Animator  

Mateus Farias Gameplay 
Programmer 

AI 
Programmer 

AI Designer  

Michael 
Ostashewski 

Level Designer Sound 
P.O.C 

  

Mimi Fürst Character Artist Animator Narrative Designer UI Artist 

 

Softwares 
 

NAME PURPOSE SEATS 

Unity Game Engine 6 

Visual Studio Code C# Editor 3 

Perforce Version Control 6 

Maya 3D modelling 3 

Zbrush 3D sculpting 3 

Adobe Creative Cloud Creation of Visual Assets 3 

Microsoft Office Suite Documentation 6 

Wwise Sound Implementation 6 



Amplify Suite PostProcessing and Shader work 6 

Substance Painter Texturing of 3D meshes 3 

 

Equipment 
 

NAME PURPOSE QNT 

XBOX Controller Testing and playing 6 

Wacom Drawing 
Tablets 

Art-Related Peripheral 3 

Computer Stations 
(Chairs, Desktop 
Computer, Desks) 

Development station 6 

Monitors Development station 12 

Headphones Industry-quality headphones for testing and 
playing 

6 

 
 

   



Project Organization 
Source and Version Control 
For the duration of the project, Scout’s Oath will utilize Perforce as is version and source 

control. To ensure its well functioning, the team has instituted ground rules: 
1. Check out, never overwrite; 
2. Communicate about the pieces you are checking out. 
3. Submit and retrieve only after confirming that it won’t break the game; 
4. Don’t make changes between 11:30 and 01:00am, allowing the build to be prepared. 

Naming Conventions 

   



The Folder Structure 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   



Implementation Plans 

Movement System 
● Add velocity to the RigidBody based on input axis; 

● Jump uses AddRelativeForce, conditional to a grounded check. 

● Reduce the multiplier to input while not grounded to reduce air control; 

● Redirect the Input information to the bottom of the stack when player is stacked 

on other scout.  

● Have both NavMeshAgent and custom classes on each unit, to allow AI and 

player Inputs 

● Check for grounded before jump, check if forward is cleared of physics-enabled 

objects before moving. 

● Movement uses the Camera’s orientation to declare what is forward and what is 

right.  

● When controlled by Input and not aiming, characters rotate towards their vector 

of movement. 

 
Character movement will be implemented with liberal use of the Rigidbody’s velocity 

parameter, instead of transform translating. This will be handled by a CharacterMover class 
except on AI movement, where the NavMeshAgent will be responsible for keeping the AI 
agents grounded and moving towards their goals. 

When the CharacterMover is responsible for character movement, the characters will 
move with the Camera’s orientation in mind, not their own or the world’s XYZ. 

It is important to note that all the characters will have both CharacterMover and 
NavMeshAgent, allowing for both player input and remote control via an AI state machine or 
cinematic. 

For player-controlled movement, we’ll create a set of Scriptable Objects that receives 
input from the InputController. These “Movement Types” will work independently of each other, 
avoiding the need for constant If and Switch statements. 

These movement states are also accompanied by ground and forward checks, utilizing 
raycasts, that’ll stop the player’s ability to more towards physics-enabled objects, or jump if not 
grounded. 

Those categories, stated above, will be identifiable with Layers, as this sphere of Unity 
programming is left only for raycasts and collision checks. 
 



Slingshots and Tossing Scouts 
● Characters can enter a “Shooting mode”, closer to a first person camera. 

● When in that mode, a trail will be rendered, predicting the target of a shot. 

● Using the off axis, a character can either rotate the character (horizontal) or             

increase the angle of the shot (vertical), which will serve as the aiming capacities. 

● If the character is not holding a scout, it shoots a water balloon, exploding upon               

impact. 

● If they are, however, holding the scout,then it shoots a ragdoll version of the              

scout, which will be recomposed onto the Scout when it hits a NavMesh.. 

 
The Shooting mechanism is planned in such a way that the player, using the same               

mechanics, can launch either a water balloon or a friendly scout. This happens in three stages:                
The transition into the aiming position, the actual shot, and the transitioning back into the normal                
condition. 

To transition into the aiming position, players hold the left trigger, which will reset the               
camera’s resting position into a socket closer to its head. It’ll also spawn a trail, rendering from                 
the character’s hand to an expected landing position, calculated by the two primary parameters              
that the player can control: The angle of the shot, and the rotation of the character itself.  

When the player presses the other trigger, then, their projectile will be launched at the               
set speed, reaching that position. If the player is holding a scout, they’ll shoot a ragdoll version                 
of that scout, which will be restructured as a scout if it finds a navmesh. If they are not, the                    
default water balloon will be shot, imploding at the impact version 

Finally, the releasing of the left trigger will transition back to the floating position,              
disappearing with the trail. 
 

Scout Handling 
● Players can hold another scout’s hand, directing is movement by making it constantly 

follow their hand. 

● The hand connection is severed if that following cannot happen anymore. 

● During the hand holding, scouts cannot become fearful, players cannot jump, and when 

the player shoots, his projectile is changed to a scout. 

● During hand holding, player and AI clasp hands using Inverse Kinematics. 

● Players can also jump on top of another scout, and control them. This makes a friendly 

scout serve as a platform. 



● De-stacking can happen when the player jumps off, or if the bottom scout turns fearful. 

 
Handling scouts comes down to two different systems: Hand Holding and Stacking. 
Stacking works by having a trigger on top of the scout’s head, that, when hit by a player,                  

transitions them into the Stacking Movement Mode, defined by a slower movement pattern and              
the fact that input is switched to the scout at the bottom of the stack’s CharacterMover.  

These changes, governed by the StackControl class, are adjustable by the designers to             
meet the necessary metrics. Players can hop off the Stack by jumping, which will also reinstate                
the bottom scout’s NavMeshAgent 

Holding hands has another layer of complexity. During Hand holding, AI enters a specific              
state (State_BeingHeld), where they gain bravery and constantly set their positions to be very              
close to the player’s hand.  

Furthermore, characters will lock hands, using Inverse Kinematics to glue their hands            
together, blending their upper body animations to adjust that grasp. During hand holding,             
players cannot jump, and will lose their connections when falling, when past a large distance, or                
if they shoot - which, incidentally, shoots the scout over. 

 

Fire System, Bravery and Water 
● Fire systems are linked to a single class, FireController, that controls the fire’s 

health, size and magnitude. 

● Fire can emit both Heat and Fear to all classes nearby capable of receiving those 

informations. How far and how much of these resources is emitted is a function of 

the fire’s magnitude. 

● The visual representation of the fire is also linked to that system. 

● Bravery is measured by the amount of Current Fears nearby. 2 or more means 

the Scout is fearful. 

● Water balloons, on impact, apply water in a radius. Usually, Fire receives that 

information as a diminishing value to its Magnitude. 

● Different Fires have different minimum and maximum Magnitude values. 

 
 

Fire works primarily by emitting, on a radius, two pieces of information - Fear and Heat.  
Fear is applied to all objects that implement the BraveryControl class, where they’ll be              

stored on a list of “Current Fears”. The count of that list will define how the actor behaves. 
Heat, on the other hand, is applied to all classes that implement the IFlammable              

interface. These classes, usually inheriting from the Base_Flammable class, perform different           
actions based on the amount of heat they receive, such as creating new fires or changing color. 



Fire and Wisps themselves implement the IWettable interface, which allows it to receive             
“damage” from the water balloon and the scout’s capacity to handle fire. 

To maintain the Fire’s dynamic nature, it’ll be divided into 3 classes: FireController,             
HeatRadiator, FearRadiator, and Fire_GFX. The former will serve as a hub for all the              
behaviors, balancing the other three classes parameters (such as max radius or particle system              
intensity) based on a percentile, “Magnitude”, that describes the fire’s health. This value grows              
as the fire is left alone, but is reduced by taking water, clamping to specific values defined by                  
the designers for its minimum and maximum values. 

 

Interactions and Level Design Actors 
 

● Several classes, categorized “Ingredients”, will be available for the Level 

Designers to attach to objects 

● The Interface IInteractible defines objects that can receive the Interact action 

from both players and scouts 

● Each specific level behavior will have its own class, but they all receive a 

message from a Unity Event, allowing for inspector hook. 

● The sender of said events are varied, every single one representing a specific 

behavior associated with a level actor - levers, weighted platforms, the like. 

● Some IInteractibles will require the Scout and the Player to “ hold” the 

interaction, while some are on-off. 

 
Interactions and other actors have particular needs during production - namely, it must 

be created into such a system that Level Designers can plug-and-play different combinations. 
Level Actors are thus differentiated into two main types: emitters, which work by sending a Unity 
Event after a condition has been met, and receivers, that perform a specific action when 
prompted to do so. 

 

   



Badges and Journal 
● A “Dont Destroy on Load” element is present on every session, that holds all 

Journal entries. 
● Level Actors can trigger an “AddEntry”, passing a scriptable object reference 

that holds the entry’s information. 
● Players can review all entries they have collected during that play session, on the 

pause menu. 
● Since the element is tagged “Don’t destroy on Load”, they can be referenced via 

the events without the need for it to be a singleton. 
 
 

During gameplay, Level Actors can have as part of their triggered events a “AddEntry” 
function, where they’ll add A Badge or a Bio to the Journal. 

Given the non-linear nature of the Badges and the bio informations, The Journal needs 
to receive and handle different sets of information, based on in-game events. To maintain a 
database of those items, we’ll create a set of ScriptableObject, called JournalEntry, which carry 
the necessary information - Title, Image, text, etc.  

A game session-specific JournalManager will store all those entries as they are added 
to it during gameplay, and be responsible for displaying those based on the JournalUI’s 
requests. The JournalManager, while not a singleton, is kept on the DontDestroyOnLoad 
section of gameObjects, with most of the Screenspace UI. 

 

 
 

   



AI Descriptions 
The Artificial Intelligence in Scout’s Oath plays a large role in the smoothness of 

gameplay, and it faces the particular challenge to not feel cumbersome, while being organized 
puzzle pieces, enemies, and companions.  

To achieve this effect, the team will implement a Finite State Machine.  

The State Machine 

A State Machine is an AI development technique that is defined by having the AI actor 
only be in one specific State, that defines its “State-of-mind”, and has within itself, actions, 
senses and other transitions. When accompanied by visual or auditory feedback, it’s a clear, 
well-readable AI technique, specially when the states are kept to a small number, typically 
below 15. (See the actual State Machine graphs for the Scout and for the Fire Wisp) 

Actions and Decisions 

In Scout’s Oath, every state will be accompanied by a set of ACTIONS, which define the 
tasks the actor performs while on this state, and DECISIONS, the set of perceptions or 
questions the actor asks, which transitions it to a new state. Decisions are asked in order (top to 
bottom in the chart), representing the priority of each decision. 

 Here, we describe the actions and decisions on the AI design in Scout’s Oath.  

● Actions - Animations : Usually, every state is accompanied by an animation set, 

allowing the player to understand their behavior, and further develop their 

personalities. 

● Actions - One Liners: Some states are accompanied with voice-over, where the 

actor emits a line of dialogue related to their current state. 

● Actions - Movement: “Following X”, “Moving to Y”, and “Hovering near Z” are 

some of the movement options for the AI. They describe the movement patterns 

the AI will take, in a clear cybernetic pattern. 

● Actions - Performances: Some AI will have actions that are specific to them, 

where they alter the world. They are described in their section, ahead in the 

document. 

● Decisions - Search The AI actors are constantly looking for targets to interact 

with. To do so, they use an analogue of vision.  Each actor has a spherical 

radius, centered on them, where they get notified to the presence of the actor. 



After that notification, they’ll check if there exists a straight, unblocked line of 

sight to the actor. If so, the decision triggers.  

A Visual representation of the two steps of the SEARCH Decision. 

● Decisions - Near Given most interactions in Scout’s Oath happen at arm’s 
length, actors need to be able to define if they are close enough to their target, to 
transition from a movement-heavy to a more action-heavy state. 

A Visual representation of the interacting range, that clears the NEAR decision. 



● Decisions - Gone When an AI is persecuting an actor, if the actor suddenly 

disappears or is destroyed, the AI will transition away from that state. 

● Decisions - Emotional State: The Scouts behave differently given their 

emotional state, usually turning unresponsive when fearful.  

● Decisions - Default: Some states where made to be transitory. If no other 

decision is met, the AI will always agree to the “Default” decision. 

Orders 

To allow better control of the actors for less dynamic behaviors, Scout’s Oath 
implements the concept of Orders.   These are hard cuts in the State flow, forcing the actor into 
a specific state, regardless of any other conditions. 

Orders can be given by entities in-game (such as the player), or used to create cinematic 
events. They can be seen on the AI graphs, ahead. 

Scouts 



The Scout’s State Machine graph. Higher resolution at https://imgur.com/a/cNBmVOU 

Fire Wisps 

The Fire Wisp’s State Machine graph. Higher resolution at https://imgur.com/a/Dy7vBlc 
 

   

https://imgur.com/a/cNBmVOU
https://imgur.com/a/Dy7vBlc


Art Implementation 
Scout’s Oath features 3D environments and characters, created using the following workflow: 

1. Modelling and Sculpting 
Meshes are created either in Maya or ZBrush, resulting on FBX files. They are assigned, 

in those programs, different material slots, for later use. If the object also requires independent 
movement, pieces can be submitted without combining. As a general rule, objects stationed on 
the ground are pivoted on the bottom center of the mesh. Meshes that require unique rotations 
will have pivots placed accordingly. 

2. Texturing 
Meshes will then be texture, utilizing a combination of the Substance Suit, and Adobe 

Photoshop, resulting in a series of texture maps, such as Emissive, Opacity, Diffuse, Albedo 
and  Roughness. These will be assigned, in-engine, to specific materials carrying the name of 
the target mesh. Lower-priority environmental props will be sharing a single texture map. 

3. Rigging and Animation  
To objects that’ll require rigged movement and/or animations, the asset will receive rigs, 

weights, and be animated in Maya, resulting in more information to their FBX file. Animations 
will then be hooked-up on Unity’s Mecanim System, and blended using Blend Trees, being 
afterwards associated with the associated script to be brought to life. 

4. Shader work 
Some objects, including the world-space UI elements, might require the creation of 

specific shaders to modify their visuals.  These will be built utilizing the Amplify Shader tool, 
resulting on a shader file associated with the material. 

5. Post Processing  
After the composing of a level or scene, Artists and Level designers may desire to further 

polish the looks of the game by altering the Post Processing effects present on the game. They 
can utilize the Amplify Suite, available for VFS students, or Unity’s native postprocessing stacks.  

6. Particles and VFX (Shuriken System) 
The VFX side of the project is mostly handled by Unity’s native Shuriken System,              

utilizing a wide range of techniques, such as billboard emissions, sub emitters, and wind zones,               
being layered to produce the expected result. At the end of the VFX pipeline, it’ll result on a                  
“EFF_” prefixed prefab, to be attached to relevant GameObjects. 



UML Diagrams 

Characters and AI 

   
Higher Resolution at https://imgur.com/a/0V0ArP4 

https://imgur.com/a/0V0ArP4


 

Fire and Projectiles 

 

 
Higher Resolution at https://imgur.com/zyg76pA 
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Interactions and Level Actors 



Milestone Planning 
Holidays 

● Winter Break: December 21st, 2018 - January 2nd, 2019 

● Family Day: February 18th, 2019  

● Good Friday: April 19th, 2019  

● Easter Monday: April 22nd, 2019  

 

Timeline & key milestones 
● Pre-Pro End            December 13th, 2018  
● Production Starts     January 2nd, 2019  
● Milestone One(M1)    January 11th, 2019 

○ UI Flow 
○ Gamma Slider 
○ Kill Z  
○ Checkpoint  
○ OBS Capture  

● M1 Presentation    January 15th, 2019 
● Milestone Two(M2)     January 31st, 2019 

○ UI in game  
○ Final Level 

● Alpha February 22nd, 2019 
○ All features complete  
○ 80% of the game assets in game  
○ VFX and Shaders  

● Beta        March 15th, 2019 
○ Playable game with shippable bugs  
○ Final assets  
○ Polished audio  

● Final         March 29th, 2019 
○ Completed game ready for Pitch and Play 

● Pitch and Play          Week of April 1st, 
2019  

(M3 might come in between M2 and Alpha)  
 
The link down below connects to the M1 checklist  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hYjSHNtYykYOPecgxHXHA5CvGcEyi4HX/view?usp=sharing  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hYjSHNtYykYOPecgxHXHA5CvGcEyi4HX/view?usp=sharing


 


